
Business Systems Consulting 

Networked Computer/Server Design, Install and Support 

every business, no matter how big or small relies on technology to produce or deliver their product or services. 

From desktop computers to wireless networks, from new software implementation to staying current with the 

latest upgrades, technology is a time consuming element of your business. 

We can provide you with the flexible expertise you need - and only when you need it. With over 30 years of 

combined IT experience, New Data Resources can provide a complete range of services to keep your company 

on the cutting edge and run more productively. Whether you need a custom software solution or a simple 

network set-up, NDR is there for you from implementation to support and training. 

Information Technology Planning 

In order to create your company's technology roadmap a certain set of knowledge and skills is required. This 

means that some of the participants must know the process of technology road mapping. Next to this, group-

processes and interpersonal skills are required since the process includes a lot of discussion to find out what 

the common needs are. New Data Resources can facilitate cooperation between all participants in this effort. 

With help from New Data Resources your team can create a variety of plans/alternatives, which can then be 

compared to one another to weigh the pros, cons, and risks of each. In addition, their impact on architecture 

and current initiatives becomes visible. This keeps plans relevant, provides teams with the foresight to plan 

holistically, and to communicate the technology plan more clearly. 



Crystal Reports Data Extraction and Report Design 

New Data Resources creates reports that can serve as the cornerstone of a successful business intelligence (BI) 

strategy. We possess the skills to deliver the solutions you require on time and to budget. 

SAP Business Objects Crystal Reports is a business intelligence application used to design and generate 

reports from a wide range of data sources. Reports commonly draw from multiple sources, like SQL and XLS, 

and pull and query that data into one combined report. The bulk of our work comes from SQL server but we 

report on most data. 

New Data Resources creates reports from the simple and standard to the complex - reports that satisfy today's 

management needs. Crystal Reporting accesses your data and quickly transforms it into something Useful and 

Timely. We build reports that render the most-requested pieces of information faithfully and securely. 

Business Workflow Analysis 

New Data Resources' workflow analysis services can help your organization identify the root causes of 

workflow issues and resolve them. Starting with an analysis of your business processes from beginning to end, 

we identify and eliminate inefficiencies that may exist. Our consultants find that often key resources disagree 

about the steps or inefficiencies in existing workflows, and by including their input and collaboration, 

frustration is reduced. 



After fostering collaboration with all key resources in your department or organization, we contribute to 

mapping the current workflows and redesigning or developing new workflows. We employ proven best 

practices and focus our analysis on five primary areas: customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, cost, 

quality, and efficiency. The results help your business increase levels of customer satisfaction and employee 

satisfaction. By reducing process bottlenecks and gaining better process controls, you'll optimize your business 

performance and reduce costs. 
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